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In this white paper, you will learn:





Why technical illustration is important
How to approach your illustration
What techniques you should consider
What turns an OK illustration into a GREAT illustration

Key outcomes:





Technical illustration approaches and techniques
Determining your audience
Best tools for the job
Cosmetic considerations for all illustrations
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Why is Technical Illustration Important?
Technical illustration is used for visualizing the nature of technical relationships by simplifying a complex subject matter. From user
manuals needed for consumers to assemble their new IKEA furniture to detailed assembly instructions for aircraft, conveying complex
information visually and as quickly as possible is very important. Great illustrators typically have detailed knowledge of the subject and
the information that needs to be effectively relayed to the audience. These illustrators need to weigh detail against simplicity
depending on the presumed previous knowledge of the audience.

Technical illustration turns complexity into simplicity.

Audiences
There are three types of audiences for a technical illustration. It’s best to know who will be viewing your illustration prior to determining
the visualization approach and layout.
1. General information for unfamiliar and untechnical audiences, with key information presented visually. A picture is worth a
thousand words.
2. Technicians familiar with the subject matter needing the necessary details to perform work or functions. This audience does
not need to know every single detail, but certainly needs more detail than just the overview.
3. Experts in the field, but unfamiliar with the specific mechanical item. Details are required as these experts will have questions
based on experience. Don’t waste visualizations on unnecessary overviews – focus on the key details and use the expected
language/jargon.
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Approach
Simplified or Realistic
When creating your illustration, you’ll need to determine what to visually include. You’ll also want to consider what you want to
purposefully exclude. Perhaps there’s a way to remove or adjust some aspects of the subject to make the intention easier to
understand. For example, you don’t need a physics background to understand how a microwave works, and you certainly don’t need
step-by-step instructions to set the clock when you’re about to assemble the microwave power supply.
Consider the New York subway lines, which have an interesting history between esthetic simplicity and realistic accuracy. The
audience (people traveling by subway in New York) would be interested in getting around, but are they interested in traveling between
stations or traveling to destinations on a realistic map? Interestingly, tourists may want to get to destinations, therefore need the map
to be realistic, whereas locals, familiar with the geography, may just be more interested in where connections between stations are
made.

Simplified - Unrealistic

Moderate Complexity & Realism

Complex - Realistic

Simplify is much as you can, but don’t eliminate the necessary detail required by your audience.
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Techniques: Drawing, Exploded View, Cut-Aways, Ghosting
Technical illustrations generally need to describe and explain subjects to a nontechnical audience. Therefore, the visual image should
be accurate in terms of dimensions and proportions, and should provide "an overall impression of what an object is or does, to
enhance the viewer’s interest and understanding"i.
Most technical illustrations fall into four categories:





Drawing – show the exterior of an object
Exploded View – show how parts fit together
Cut-Aways – show the internal workings
Ghosting (or “see-throughs”) – show the internal workings
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Drawing
A drawing is a simplified illustration of an object’s exterior view from the author’s chosen perspective view. These are used to
represent “what” the object is visually, and typically are made of lines, basic shapes, and simple colors (if any). Certainly prior to the
ability to take a photo of the implemented object, a drawing is an efficient way to quickly depict the final product and discuss key
functionality.
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Exploded View
An exploded view is used primarily for assembly. The information being relayed is how things get put together. There is not as much
interest in the internal functions after the assembly is performed. However, once assembled, you may have a new audience that
needs to take it apart. They may also need to be aware of certain aspects of the inner working after the assembled part has been used
for some time. This audience may need to see a cutaway or ghosted view before following the instructions to disassemble.
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Cut-Aways
Typically, a cutaway illustration has one or many layers removed, or a "pie slice" cut out of the object so the inner construction is
exposed. As much or as little detail will show as is required by the client.
Cutaways slice through your view. The depth of the “cut” is typically symmetric for mechanical devices (e.g. engine pistons). Multiple
“cuts” are used for scientific explanations, as the viewer is interested to see how the internal workings interact (e.g. human body
circular system).
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Ghosting
Ghosted views give context to the placement of a certain aspect within the illustration. This context is critical as it provides focus on
the object of interest, but also on how it fits into the greater object (e.g. lungs within a body). A ghosted image will still show internal
construction, but the outer skin of the product remains partially visible.

Consider the audience before choosing the visual approach for your illustration.
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Vector or Raster
Vectorized objects are created with mathematically calculated curves. Rasterized images are built with pixels (e.g. photos). Both at
the appropriate resolution, either displayed on a screen or printed, are hard to differentiate. If your final output will be stretched or
zoomed in, you want the highest possible raster resolution, or to simply have a vectored version.

Raster

Vector

Both types of objects have their own uses, and you will need software that works in raster, vector, or both interchangeably within the
same final output. For rasterized images, some software can convert to vector by mathematically calculating the bézier curves and/or
polygons that correctly match the rasterized shape.

Start off with the appropriate format with the final output in mind.
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Tools
Annotations
Without being able to fit all the information into one place, annotations allow for labeling of items by showing a name, short
description, or a variable, like a number or letter, to fit more annotations into limited space. These variables can be shown within a
table. It is convenient to visually identify the appropriate object, and quickly look up more detail about it.

Avoid clutter with too much content since viewers can easily reference a lookup table.

Markup
Visual collaboration allows for quick and convenient discussion. Simply highlighting a connection between two objects with the
comment How? allows two knowledgeable professionals to understand each other with a few clicks and a few letters instead of
needing to explain. Using tools to markup (e.g. circle an area with an issue) and add comments or questions conveniently allows
professionals to communicate most effectively.
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Magnification Lens
With the introduction of tablets and smart phones, the general public gets more and more familiar with zooming in for more detail,
whether wanting to enjoy a detail within a photo or understand a small detail in a diagram. If the illustrator is already aware of certain
details within a diagram, it’s helpful to provide that context to bring appropriate attention. Being able to choose a point where the extra
attention is needed and use some available white space in the illustration to show the details there, is very helpful. This is common in
maps as the zoomed-out view provides necessary context for the specific location of the useful subject matter.
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Dimensions
Dimensioning, though perhaps obvious, provides excellent context between your not-to-scale illustration and reality. Dimensions help
your viewer anticipate tools and setups likely required for executing the necessary steps being visually explained. Various types of
dimensions and angles assist, as appropriate, as it may not be clear how to appropriately configure the assembly.
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Esthetics
The most fun part of your illustration is stylistic. There is certainly opportunity to represent the exact information in different ways
using color, line styles, effects, fonts, symmetry, and alignment.

Color
Typically, organizations would use particular color palettes for their material, incorporating several nicely-corresponding colors. This
palette is typically used by organizations to match their branding and style. Take a look at some palettes used by various businesses.

You can create your own palettes with tools like Coolors.co and Color Hunt. You could also take advantage of Google’s research using
a complete palette like Material.io, which can also generate complementary and analogous colors based on the colors submitted.

Select and use a consistent color palette.
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Fonts
While there are many articles devoted to beautiful typeface selection for design, when it comes to conveying important information,
simplicity is needed. Fonts for organizations are typically selected and prescribed for use. In technical illustration, the typeface used
needs to have a focus on readability and to minimize distraction from the visualization being presented. When media is reduced in
size in order to minimize the amount of paper used, serif fonts provide extra detail, which is helpful for distinguishing different letters.
They also contain horizontal lines to assist the reader in moving along many lines of text1. San serif fonts have a reputation of being
more modern, casual, informal, and friendly than serif fonts2, though the author must be careful to choose the appropriate font.
Fonts available by default on your computer have the advantage of being readable
on other computers with the same fonts. If you choose a font online that is not
available by default, you’ll need to make sure your final output will show it
appropriately. For example, fonts are embedded into PDFs, but they are not
embedded in Word documents, which will switch your font as it deems appropriate.
Google provides some very elegant fonts at Google Fonts, and the font used for
this document is Roboto.
Too many fonts are very distracting. Keep consistent and clean; however, you may
need to emphasize certain elements. The additional complementary font draws
attention, so you can use this to your advantage. Complementary typefaces are
referred to as “superfamilies“, as they have the same geometry yet include
interesting visual differences. “In contrast to pairing typefaces from different font
families, superfamilies are often used when more visual cohesion is needed.”3

Use consistent fonts and take advantage of superfamilies.

http://eloquentscience.com/2009/09/why-you-should-use-sans-serif-fonts-for-figures-posters-and-slides/
https://www.lifewire.com/sans-serif-font-information-1073828
3
https://fonts.google.com/featured/Superfamilies
1
2
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Alignment
Save yourself unnecessarily distracting cosmetic problems by appropriately placing and aligning objects in your illustration. Many
people may overlook trivial cosmetic issues, but, to some, poorly aligned elements are the equivalent of skipping spell-check on your
text. Using a method I like to call “things should align with other things” removes disorganized, arbitrary placement. Using the
principles of alignment helps bind and unify all of your elements together into a strong, cohesive structure.
Software for technical illustration will provide logic alignment options: top, center, bottom, left, middle, right, and should also include
automatic “snapping” guides where objects will try to align themselves with other objects based on their near alignment.

Spend the extra seconds to appropriately space and align objects.
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